Experimental investigation of the effect of surface roughness on bone-cement-implant shear bond strength.
Debonding of cemented bone implants is regarded as a major contributor to complications. The relationship between shear bond strength and surface roughness has been investigated, however there are inconsistencies in the trends reported in different studies. The shear strength between poly(methyl methacrylate) bone-cement and sand blasted cobalt-chromium and titanium alloy surfaces was measured to investigate the relationship between interfacial shear strength and surface topology. Surface roughness was quantified by a power law relationship fitted to Fourier spectra as well as three traditional parameters (arithmetical average roughness (Ra), volume of interdigitation (Rr), and RMS slope (Rdq)). We found that the interfacial shear strength is directly proportional to the exponent of the surfaces power spectra (P2) and Rdq, but not to Ra and Rr. However, Rdq is shown to be critically dependent on sampling frequency, making it sensitive to measurement settings. P2 was found to be a robust measure of the surface roughness being independent of sampling frequency.